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Hey, guys—new grad here. Never made an immediate denture. Can someone go over the 
process step by step? I’m having a tough time understanding when to do the impressions, when 
to extract the teeth, and if a final impression is necessary using a custom tray. I would appreciate 
if someone really dumbed down the process! Please and thank you. n

I am no denture god, but do a fair amount of these. There are a couple of ways to do this. 
I prefer this way:
Visit 1: Extract posterior teeth, top and bottom.
Visit 2: Take impressions.
Visit 3: Bite rim in posterior area for VDO.
Visit 4: Teeth try-in in posterior area only. (If anterior teeth can give you good vertical and 

bite, you can skip the wax-rim visit and go straight to a posterior wax teeth try-in.) Have lab set 
remaining teeth, process and finish.

Visit 5: Extract anterior teeth and deliver.
Reline 6–8 weeks later.

Another way to do it, which is kind of rough:
Visit 1: Take impressions and a bite. Have lab fabricate denture, process and finish.
Visit 2: Extract all teeth and deliver doing a chairside reline that day.
Hard reline 6–8 weeks later. n

So, extract posterior first and then wait like three weeks or so to take the impression 
with alginate and stock tray? Then, send to lab for custom tray, take final impression and 
bite using wax rim? Am I understanding properly? I don’t know why I can’t wrap my head 
about ID. n

I do like Richy, but after the posterior exo, I use an individual tray + compound to border 
mold and take impression with light body. n

I don’t do 1/10th of the above. 
1.  Collect money in full. 
2.  Alginates in stock tray.
3.  Bite.
4.  Send to lab.
5.  Back from lab, pull everything and insert. 
6.  Adjust as needed. 
7.  Four months later, hard reline chairside. n

Immediate Dentures Help
A Townie is looking for information about immediates, and this thread includes good feedback and ideas
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It’s the “adjust as needed” step that’s a bit of a bummer. … n

Usually one day, one week and three weeks. Most people come back 2–3 times. n

It’s really a personal preference. How many teeth would you be taking out from the patient, 
and is it for upper and lower immediate dentures or just a single-arch upper?

The advantages of taking the posterior teeth out first are:
1.  Fewer teeth to extract on the day of delivery.
2.  Easier to take a bite record at the ideal vertical because most of the time, the occlusion is 

very off on patients with severely perio-involved teeth and potential extrusion of unop-
posed posterior teeth.

3.  Leave one posterior tooth on the upper and lower that oppose to aid in vertical dimension 
recording.

I don’t do custom trays and border mold for immediates. I used to do it, but more often than 

not you will be relining the immediates at the day of delivery with Coe-Soft or Coe-Comfort. 

So final impressions with border molding is just wasted energy and time. I personally take 

impressions with a stock tray and use PVS putty inserted first and do light border molding with 

the putty in place. Then I rock the tray anterior–posterior a few times to create some relief in 
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the putty and remove the tray before the putty sets up 

entirely. Then I inject a light-body PVS into the putty 

material and reseat the tray in the mouth. I’ve had much 

better success with this instead of alginate. Alginate is 

cheaper, but sometimes it is hit-or-miss to capture the 

entire border. I’ve just found putty to be more rigid and 

predictable in my hands. n

I agree with most of what 

has been said before. Two 

things I would add:

1.  Do not use a putty mush bite with several missing 

teeth. The mounting can be off with these. If I 

have several teeth missing and I don’t want to split 

up the posterior and anterior extractions, I will take 

my final impression, have the lab make a plate with 

a bite rim, take the bite with the patient and have 

the lab mount the case with the bite rim. 

2.  One problem I have had with immediates is that 

labs like to “socket” the teeth on the stone model 

and round in the ridges. I would much rather add 

some soft temporary reline than ream out the 

whole inside of the denture to get it to seat. n

Step 1: Be very clear with 

patient that this will be a tough 

process and dentures won’t be 

the same as natural healthy teeth, so they shouldn’t 

expect that. 

Then proceed however you wish. But in my opinion, 

the most important step is setting expectations on the front 

end. Undersell, overdeliver. For me, if they have a good 

bite, we do alginates, lab makes denture, then pull teeth 

and deliver. Make a new set after six months or so with 

traditional methods, or hard reline the immediate and call 

it a day. If they don’t have a good bite, we do bite rims and 

get a good bite record prior to sending for fabrication. n

Hogtooth, this is probably 

one of the most important 

things to do before starting. 

Great point! OP, I use alginate in a stock plastic tray for 

reasons others have already stated. n 
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This is what I say to every patient who is going into dentures for the first time: “If eating 
is a marathon, then real teeth are like running shoes. Dentures are like flip-flops. You will be 
running a marathon in flip-flops unless you ultimately get implants. If you go into dentures 
thinking it will solve all of your dental problems and work just like real teeth, you will be 
disappointed. If you realize that you are running in flip-flops, you will be OK.” n

I wait a minimum of six weeks after extracting the posteriors before taking any impressions. 
More healing time gives better posterior stability. I take alginates and then custom tray impres-
sions. I don’t recline/rebake for 6–9 months postinsertion. n

These are all outstanding points. I see the patient at 24 hours with the instructions they 
are not to remove denture, I will do it the first time tomorrow. I tell them it’s going to be very 
sore, especially at 24 hours. I also tell them if they don’t leave the denture in at all times for the 
first 10 days, the tissue can swell and it can take days or more to be able to get it back in. These 
patients have to learn to eat, speak and accommodate a complete prosthesis with no rehab or 
physical therapy. I tell them they will crawl, toddle and eventually be able to walk, but their 
running days are over. n

I usually tell them to leave it in night and day for the first four days, that is usually adequate. 
I do a 24-hour follow-up, then after that tell them they may take it out 3–5 times daily, rinse 
with warm saltwater, clean denture and put it right back in. On Day 5 they can start sleeping 
with it out if they wish. 

I agree with getting out molars, if possible. When I do this it always turns out better, it 
seems. A lot of important areas for retention and stability of a lower denture are in the posterior, 
so a good, accurate impression of these areas makes a difference. If I’m sedating the patient, 
though, I like to do that only once, if at all possible, so I’ll just extract all teeth and deliver. I do 
a follow-up and adjust at one day, then one week, then every two weeks unless they need to see 
me sooner. At the three-week mark (third follow-up, usually) I do a soft liner if needed and that 
is usually all that they need until it’s time for either the final denture to be made or a rebase. 

Of course, you have the outlier patients who are huge pains and will want to be seen every 
few days. This usually is more for reassurance than actual adjustments, but occasionally the lab 
is just way off, there was an error during fabrication or the impression wasn’t accurate, and you 
have to work a little harder. But with a good lab and a good technique, that should be rare.

You have to let them know how terribly this whole process will blow. Even then, some hear 
what they want to hear and make our lives miserable. That’s when you take the denture back, give 
them a refund check and smash it with a hammer or throw it in the garbage in front of them. n

Get your questions answered online!
Whether you need advice or just want to share an amazing case, 
Dentaltown’s message boards are the place for you. Find out  
what your fellow Townies are thinking and share ideas throughout 
the day. To get started, add your post in the forums at  
dentaltown.com/messageboard.
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